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Abstract

Understanding the impact mechanism of the oil properties and the bend geometric parameters on
oil-water core annular flow in bends is of great importance for the design and operation of bend
pipelines. To address this, the oil-water core annular flow through U-bends is analyzed
numerically, by using the volume of fluid technique together with the continuum surface stress
method. A good match is observed between the numerically simulated phase contours and those
taken from reported experiments. The influence of the inclination angle, the inlet diameter ratio,
oil properties, and the pipe materials on the hydrodynamics is investigated together with the
fouling characteristics of core annular flows. Through the numerical simulations, the flow in a
range of operating conditions has been determined, together with the influence of geometric
parameters and pipe material.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the water-lubricated transport of high viscous oil has become economical for
the petroleum industry. With this technique, water surrounds the oil core located at the center, to
form the core annular flow of oil and water. Due to its immense industrial importance, numerous
works have been conducted to investigate different aspects of oil-water flow by utilizing
experimental, analytical and numerical methods. Experimental studies have been reported by
Charles et al. [1], Arney et al. [2], and Sotgia et al. [3] on horizontal core annular flow and by
Parda and Bannwart [4], Rrodriguez et al. [5] on vertical upflow. Owing to its efficiency as a
method to understand flow behavior in detail, a number of studies on numerical analysis of
oil-water flow have been conducted in the past. Bai et al. [6] used a control volume method to
simulate core annular flow, and then assumed an axisymmetric equal density wavy flow to
predict wavelength, wave shape, pressure gradient and pressure distribution over the interface.
Kao et al. [7] performed simulations of turbulent wavy liquid-liquid flow, and solved the
turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation equations by using the shear stress transport (SST

k  Z ) model, and subsequently found that the model prediction of pressure distribution and
wavelength was better than that of the original k  Z model. Myungoo et al. [8] used a level set
approach for capturing the interface between oil and water, and succeeded in predicting the
spatially periodic waves which agreed with the experimental observations. However, the
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majority of the research undertaken is either for a horizontal or a vertical direction of straight
conduit, while flow through pipefittings has rarely been studied.

U-bends are a commonly encountered pipefitting in petroleum transportation, chemical
system, refrigeration system and nuclear reactors. Many investigations have been performed on
gas-liquid two-phase flow through return bends; these studies have proposed models to predict
two-phase pressure drop in bends [9-13] while some works have reported the impact of return
bend on the downstream flow patterns in case of air-water flow [14-20]. However, studies in
U-bends for oil-water two-phase flow are relatively few. Sharma et al. [21,22] experimentally
investigated the oil-water flow through return bends, and they noticed that the bend geometry
influences the downstream flow regimes. In addition, they compared the pressure drop under
different bend geometry, and proposed an expression of two-phase bend loss coefficients.
Sumana et al. [23] used FLUENT software to simulate the core annular flow of lubricating oil
and water in return bends, and the numerical phase distribution matched well with that recorded
from experiments. Moreover, they obtained the profiles of velocity, pressure, and volume
fraction, and they also discussed the fouling tendency. However, to our best knowledge, there is
no previous work dedicated to understand the effects of oil properties, bend geometric
parameters, and pipe material on oil-water core annular flow through U-bends.

In this study, oil-water flow in U-bends is simulated using the same fluid pair through the
same geometry as mentioned by Sharma et al. [21,22]. Such an effort is expected to extend the
5
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study with the effects of oil property and inclination angle on oil-water core annular flow
through U-bend. Through this work, the reason behind the observed increasing pressure drop is
revealed, and the means to avoid the oil adhering to pipe wall are obtained. These results are
expected to be useful for designing pipeline networks, and can help us determine the optimal
range of operating conditions, such as the geometric parameters and pipe material. In addition,
the independence of the choice of turbulence model is discussed.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

Numerical simulation models for multiphase flow are commonly divided into
Eulerian-Lagrangian and Eulerian-Eulerian approach. Relative to Eulerian-Lagrangian model,
the Eulerian-Eulerian model can simulate the separated flow with relatively well-defined
interface. Considering the hydrodynamics of oil-water flow [23], an Eulerian-Eulerian model
based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) technique in FLUENT is suitable for the current work.
Note that the full governing equations (Navier-Stokes) cannot be solved directly as in the
turbulence investigations using much smaller geometries (see further references in e.g. [24]).
Hence, the equations need to be averaged in order to obtain the mean flow (Reynolds averaging).
For the system of equations to be closed, the unknown Reynolds stress term needs to be
modelled in terms of mean flow variables by utilizing the Boussinesq hypothesis and a
turbulence model.
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Governing equations

The continuity equation is written as follows:

wU
   ( U u ) 0 (1)
wt
where U ,u
u and t are density, velocity vector, and time respectively.

In the VOF approach, a single momentum equation is solved throughout the domain and the
resulting velocity field is shared among the phases. Assuming turbulent flow, the momentum
equation is expressed, using Reynolds averaging and the Boussinesq hypothesis, as:

w Uu
wt

   U uu

2 ·
§
 ¨ p  k U ¸    ª¬ P  Pt u  u T º¼  U g  F (2)
3 ¹
©

where p, g , P and F are pressure, gravity acceleration, viscosity of the fluid and body force
acting on the system, respectively. The turbulence is characterized by the turbulent kinetic
energy k and the eddy viscosity Pt .
Density and viscosity used in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be estimated as:

U

N
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where D q is the phase fraction of the qth phase. A separate continuity equation for D q is
considered as follows:

wD q
wt

   D q uq

0 (5)

For every element, the following relationship is valid:
N

¦D

q

1 (6)

1

where N is the number of phases, and three conditions are possible for D q : (1) D q

0 , the

element does not contain the qth fluid; (2) D q 1 , the element is occupied solely by the qth
fluid; and (3) 0  D q  1 , the element contains the interface between the qth fluid and one or
more other fluids.

VOF uses a piecewise-linear method to construct the interface among fluids. It assumes that
the interface between two fluids has a linear slope within every element. The scheme uses this
linear shape for the calculation of the advection of fluid through the element faces. In the first
step of interface reconstruction, the position of the linear interface relative to the center of every
partially filled element is calculated based on the information of the volume fraction and its
derivatives in the cell. After that, the advection of fluid through each face is calculated using the
computed linear interface representation and information about the normal and tangential
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velocity distribution on the face. Finally, the volume fraction in each cell is obtained by using the
balance of fluxes calculated during the previous step [23,25,26].

Because the flow in the annular film is turbulent, whereas only the mean flow is of interest
in the present study, a turbulence model is needed. The choice of turbulence model is discussed
later, and the standard k  H model used herein utilizes the following two transport equations for
the turbulent kinetic energy and viscous dissipation rates:
w Uk
wt

w UH
wt

   UH u

u
   U ku

§§
P
¨¨ P  t
¨
Vk
©©

§§
P
¨¨ P  t
¨
VH
©©
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where k , P t and H are the turbulent kinetic energy, eddy viscosity and dissipation rate
respectively. k and H are used to obtain the turbulent viscosity in the flow field through,

Pt

CP U

k2

H

(9)

and they are together with k used in the momentum equation (2).
Eij used above is defined as

Eij
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The constants are taken as

C P = 0.09,

V k = 1.00,

V H = 1.30,

C1H = 1.44, and C 2H =

1.92 [23].

Surface tension and wall adhesion

The VOF model also includes the efforts of surface tension along the interface between every
pair of phases. The surface tension model uses the continuum surface stress (CSS) model
proposed by Lafaurie et al [27]. In this model, the surface tension force is represented as

FCSS

ª §
D D · º
  «V ¨ | D | I 
¸ » (11)
| D | ¹ ¼
¬ ©

where I is the unit tensor, V is surface tension coefficient, and

is tensor product of the two

vectors: the original normal and the transformed normal.

The CSS method does not require any explicit calculation for the curvature, so it performs
better than other models in under-resolved regions [25]. In this study, the oil-water annular flow
in U-bend contains heavy oil/water/pipe wall surface, hence the surface tension between oil and
water is described using a surface tension coefficient while the surface tension between fluid and
pipe wall is described by the contact angle.

The hydrodynamic parameters
(1) Mixture Reynolds number, Re m
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Rem
where D is diameter of bend pipe; um is mixture velocity, and um

Dum Um / Pm (12)

uso  usw , uso and usw are

superficial velocity of lube oil and water respectively; and U m is mixture density,

Um

Uouso
uso  usw



U wusw (1.35uso  usw )
(uso  usw )2

, P m is mixture viscosity.

(2) The equivalent two-phase loss coefficient, ktp
ktp

2'Phydro / ( Umum2 ) (13)

where 'Phydro is hydrodynamic pressure drop.
(3) The area-weighted average of oil volume fraction, D o

Do

1 n
¦D oi Ai (14)
Ai1

where Ai and A are the area occupied by oil and the area of cross-section respectively.
(4) Fouling characteristics, M f

Fouling could lead to severe problem during transportation of heavy oils. From the experiments
of Sharma et al. [22] it was observed that fouling could occur at the bend under specific
operating conditions. The point at which the water film adheres to the pipe wall is considered as
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the initiation point of fouling. Geometrically, this point has been defined as the corresponding
angle of the bend ( M f ) by Sumana et al. [23], and is reproduced in Fig. 1a for convenience.

SIMULATION SYSTEM AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

Simulation system

A three-dimensional model has been developed to analyze U-bend core annular flows. Fig. 1b
schematically depicts the flow geometry. A tube of diameter (D) 0.012m is in the form of a U
bend, whose radius is 0.1m, and the curvature ratio (2R/D) is 16.67. D1 is oil inlet diameter, and
its initial value is 0.008m. For comparing the variation of flow parameters, five sections in
computational domain are selected for the analysis. In order to establish the core annular flow,
co-axial entry of both the fluids with lube oil ( U o
and water ( U w

998.2kg / m3 and P w

960kg / m3 and Po

0.22Pa  s ) at the center,

0.001003Pa  s ) at the annular area has been considered

as shown in Fig. 1b.

The computational fluid dynamics software package FLUENT 14.5 has been used for the
simulation. The governing equations are discretized using the finite volume technique. After
discretization, the equations are solved using a segregated solver. The computation has been
done for unsteady flow to investigate the initial development of core annular flow. This
simulation is based on the assumptions of immiscible liquid pair, constant liquid properties and
co-axial entry of the liquids instead of the converging entry as in real cases.
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Meshing of the model

The mesh generation in the computational domain has been done using software ANSYS
Workbench. The meshed geometry and the mesh in the cross-section are shown in Fig. 2. There
are 72816 hexahedral elements and 79373 nodes. The mesh independence test has been
performed and the equivalent two-phase loss coefficient ( ktp ) does not change much when the
number of cells is decreased from 223245 to 72816 (Fig. 3), hence the final grid of 72816
elements is sufficiently accurate, and is used to save computational time.

Boundary conditions

In the following the subscript x denotes the axial direction, r denotes the radial direction while
oil (o) and water (w) refer to oil phase and water phase respectively (see Fig. 1b).

(1) Inlet boundary condition. The oil velocity is specified at the core area and water velocity
at the annular area. Considering uniform velocity distribution, the initial conditions are:
At 0 d r d D1 , ux

uo , the turbulence specification method is intensity and hydraulic

diameter, here backflow turbulent intensity is 5% and backflow hydraulic diameter is 0.008m;
At D1  r d D , ux

uw , the backflow turbulent intensity is 5% and backflow hydraulic

diameter is 0.002m.
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(2) Wall boundary conditions. A stationary, no-slip ( ux

0 ), no penetration ( ur

0)

boundary is imposed on the wall of the pipe. In addition, a contact angle (27○) between water and
pipe wall material (acrylic resin) is provided at the wall.

(3) Outlet boundary condition. A pressure outlet boundary is set on the pipe, the backflow
turbulent intensity is 5% and backflow hydraulic diameter is 0.012m.

Discretization methods and convergence criterion

Owing to the dynamic nature of the two-phase flow, a transient simulation with a time step of
0.001 s is carried out. Different methods of discretization of the governing equations are used.
PRESTO (PREssure STaggering Option) [28] scheme is used for continuity equation and a
second order upwind scheme is used for momentum, while a first order upwind method is used
for turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. The pressure-velocity coupling is implemented
via the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equation) [29] algorithm.

The convergence criteria are set based on the residual value of the calculated variables namely
mass, velocity components and volume fraction. In this study, the convergence criterion for all
variables is chosen to be 10−3.

VALIDATION
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For the purpose of validating the simulation, the results are compared with the experimental data
for the equivalent two-phase loss coefficient ktp , as reported by Sharma et al. [22]. Fig. 3 depicts
a few representative simulated results of the equivalent two-phase loss coefficient along with the
corresponding results as obtained from experiments. In the figure, the numerical simulations are
close to the experimental results, with the error in the range of 5%. These differences as
compared with the experimental data come from the numerical error, model error, etc.

Furthermore, the development of oil-water core annular flow is shown in Fig. 4, which
depicts the cross-sectional contours of oil volume fraction (oil phase distribution) at the five
sections at different time instants for oil superficial velocity,
velocity,

uso = 0.6 m/s and water superficial

usw = 0.4 m/s. The figure clearly denotes that the core flow at the cross-section 2-4 is

eccentric in nature. It also reveals the 3D feature of the interfacial configuration and the fouling
phenomena.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After validation with experiments, a number of studies have been conducted with a variation of
parameters and models, including turbulence models, oil properties (the physical properties of oil
are listed in Table 1 [22, 30, 31]), different inclination angle, varied inlet diameter ratio, and
various pipe materials. Additional information on the hydrodynamics of core annular flow is
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obtained. These results could help us understand the influence of these above mentioned factors
on the hydrodynamics and the fouling.

The effect of turbulence model

In order to select appropriate turbulence model for this calculation, various models including
standard k  H , standard k  Z , SST (Shear-Stress Transport) k  Z , RNG (ReNormalization
Group) k  H , Realizable k  H are tested and results are shown in Fig. 5. All the turbulent
models provide the similar prediction of oil volume fraction, so the standard k  H model is
used in this study. This model is based on model transport equations for the turbulence kinetic
energy (k) and its dissipation rate (ε). In fact, from the reference [25], the standard k-ε model is
more robust, has better economy (the simulation time is shorter), and possesses reasonable
accuracy for a wider range of turbulent flows than other turbulence models. On the other hand,
the standard k  Z model is based on the transport equations for the specific dissipation rate
and has proven superior in flows involving separation of turbulent boundary layers. The variants
of k  H and k  Z models listed above have been developed to improve the turbulence
modelling in various flow conditions. All the models tested are based on the eddy-viscosity
concept, where the turbulence is essentially modelled as an additional viscosity.

The effect of oil property
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Subsequently, the studies have been directed to understand the variation of D o , ktp , and

M f with oil properties. In this case, uso is remained constant at 0.6m/s and usw is varied from 0.4
to 0.9 m/s, so that Rem becomes a function of usw only. In Fig. 6a, D o is plotted for different
oil properties and, clearly, D o decreases with increasing Rem for all cases. Furthermore, due to
the highest viscosity of fuel oil, D o is lower for the other oils under all velocity conditions.
Hence, the tendency is that the higher viscosity the lower D o . To understand the reason behind
this, we can combine with the contours in Fig. 6b, which shows the all oil phase fraction
contours at cross-section 1 and cross-section 5 under Rem | 10683. It is evident that oil with
low density or low viscosity implies a low dynamic pressure loss, and can hence easily be carried
downstream.
Fig. 6c depicts the influence of the oil property on ktp . For oils of same density, ktp
decreases as the viscosity increases, such as lube oil and fuel oil. In order to further understand
the variation of ktp with oil property, the oil phase distribution in Fig. 6b is considered. From
these distributions, as oil-water flow through the U-bend, the oil breaks the water film to adhere
onto the pipe wall. The fouling surface of lube oil is larger than that of fuel oil or crude oil,
which in turn leads to greater ktp . However, the fouling surface of Troika oil is larger than that of
lube oil, hence ktp is lower than that of lube oil due to its viscosity is only one-tenth of that of
lube oil. Also Fig. 6c reveals that ktp decreases with lower oil density and viscosity. For all
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cases, ktp decreases with an increase in Rem, this tendency agrees with the experimental results
of Sharma et al. [22].

The influence of oil property on fouling point is represented in Fig. 6d. From this figure, it
can be concluded that viscosity plays a key role for M f . Greater viscosity leads to lower fouling
trend, i.e. the oil remains in the core region longer when its viscosity is larger -- which is also
clearly seen in Fig. 6b. Oliemans [32] studied the feasibility of core annular flow as a function of
oil viscosity, noting that the higher the oil viscosity the easier is the formation of core annular
flow, with the explanation that it is difficult for the high viscosity oil to rupture the water film
which adheres to the bend wall, and hence M f becomes large.
The effect of inclination angle

Slightly inclined U-bend installations are common phenomena in petroleum industry. Mukherjee
et al. [33] studied that the effect of the inclination angles on water holdup and friction pressure.
Sumana et al. [23] simulated the influence of different flow direction on pressure ratio and
fouling characteristics. However, they only simulated the upflow, downflow and horizontal flow.
In this study, the inclined upflow is considered, as shown in Fig. 7.
To investigate the effect of inclination angle on D o , ktp , and M f , the inclination angle is
varied in the range from 0 to 30o downward, and the results are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a reveals
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that D o increases gradually with the increasing inclination angle. This is due to the gravity in
flow plane which reduces along with the increasing inclination angle.
It is noted from Fig. 7b that the reduction of ktp with increased inclination angle is more
pronounced as the inclination angle is varied from 0 to 10o, the probable reason being the
influence of the change of the gravity component. The contours of four points in Fig. 7c can help
us understand the reason for that ktp varies with inclination angle. As noted in Fig. 7b, from
point I to II, or from point III to IV, the surface of oil adhering to pipe wall decreases with
increasing inclination angle, which consequently leads to lower ktp .
Fig. 7d depicts the relationship of M f and inclination angle, and clearly M f decreases with
the increasing inclination angle. As explained before, when the inclination angle increases, the
gravity in the flow plane decreases, and the aqueous film is easily broken owing to the action of
the centrifugal force.

The effect of inlet diameter ratio

For this investigation, the inlet diameter ratio (D1/D, D1 is oil inlet diameter, D is the diameter
of the pipe) is varied from 0.583 to 0.833, while D is kept unaltered at 0.012m. An effort to study
the influence of inlet diameter ratio on D o , ktp , and M f is conducted, and the results are shown
in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a gives the variation of D o with inlet diameter ratio. It can be seen that

D o increases gradually as the inlet diameter ratio (D1/D) increases. It is evident that as the
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diameter ratio increases, the area of oil in the inflow cross section increases, and the volume
fraction of oil increases. The phase distribution contours at cross-section 1 and cross-section 5
are depicted in Fig. 8b, showing that the fouling is occurring downstream (in cross section 5).
From the phase distribution contours at cross-section 1 for points I-IV, D o increases with an
increase in D1/D. Note that points IV and V represent identical D1/D. However, due to the
decrease of oil with an increase in Rem [34], D o in point IV is greater than that in point V.
The impact of inlet diameter ratio (D1/D) on ktp is investigated next, and is shown in Fig.
8c. It is evident from the figure that ktp decreases with increase in diameter ratio (D1/D) for
different Rem for small values of D1/D. For D1/D above 0.75, ktp increases with larger D1/D, the
reason being that as D1/D increases, the area of oil increases and the oil flow resistance increases
as well, hence ktp increases. From the phase contours in Fig. 8b, the oil-water flow crosses the
U-bend, the oil sticks onto the pipe wall, and leads to the hydrodynamic pressure drop. The
fouling surface plays a role in determining the magnitude of ktp ; more fouling surface results in
higher ktp . This can help us understand the variation of ktp with inlet diameter ratio.
The variation of M f with diameter ratio is shown in Fig. 8d. The figure shows that

M f increases until it attains a maximum value and then decreases with increasing diameter ratio
for all given oil and water superficial velocity. The reason is that as the area of water inlet
reduces, the annular water film becomes thinner, and then the oil could break the water film and
adhere on the bend wall.
20
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The effect of pipe materials
Further attempts have been conducted to understand the impact of pipe material on D o , ktp , and

M f . There are four pipe materials in this study, namely, the carbon steel (CS), galvanized steel
(GS), stainless steel (SS), borosilicate glass (BG). Their contact angles are 156o, 154o, 149o, and
104o respectively. These contact angles are from reference [35], and are contact angles of oil and
different material surfaces immersed in pure water; and the original crude oil (density 940 kg/m3,
viscosity 0.511 Pa.s, surface tension 0.0331 N/m) is used. The different contact angles between
water and pipe wall are introduced into FLUENT 14.5 as wall boundary conditions, and the
results are shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9a indicates that pipe material slightly influences D o which increases slowly with
increasing contact angle. The reason may be that as the contact angle increases, the wettability of
oil to pipe wall increases, and induces a larger wetting force, which leads to an increase in D o .
ktp is affected by pipe material variation as can be observed in the graph of Fig. 9b.
ktp increases with increasing contact angle. To find out the reason behind this, the cross-sectional

contours of phase fraction at the section 1 and section 5 of the U-bend for four different contact
angles under Rem | 9489 ( uso = 0.6 m/s and

usw = 0.8 m/s) are plotted in Fig. 9c. From these

contours, the surface of oil sticking to pipe wall increases with the increase contact angle, which
leads to a higher pressure loss ratio.
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From Fig. 9d it is observed that M f increases with increasing contact angle. For this reason,
the hydrophilic material (with low contact angle) is better for reducing the fouling tendency.

CONCLUSIONS

The present work investigates the influence of the oil property, the inclination angle, the inlet
diameter ratio and the pipe material on D o , ktp , and M f . The numerical simulation results
presented are expected to be useful for designing pipeline networks. Through numerical
simulation, it is found that the fouling surface plays a role in determining the magnitude of ktp .
A large fouling surface, can result in high values of ktp . As the viscosity difference between two
fluids increases, the two-phase flow remains a core annular flow as it flows through the U-bend.
Hence, a mixture flow of high viscosity oil and water could reduce the chance of fouling when it
flows through the U-bend. As the inclination angle of the U-bend increases, D o increases, ktp
and M f decrease. Thus, the upflow with a small inclination angle of oil-water mixture through a
U-bend is preferable. If the inlet diameter ratio (D1/D) is increased, the area of water inlet
decreases, which leads to low values of D o , ktp and M f . For this reason, if the inlet diameter
ratio is in the range of 0.6-0.75, the oil-water two-phase may experience a more stable core
annular flow across the U-bend. Furthermore, the pipe material influences D o , ktp and M f , and
a pipe with hydrophilic behavior reduces the fouling tendency.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ai

area occupied by oil, m2

A

area of the cross-section, m2

BG

borosilicate glass

CS

carbon steel

CSS

continuum surface stress

CP

constant

C1H

constant

C 2H

constant

D

pipe diameter, m

D1

diameter of oil inlet, m

Eij

mean strain rate tensor, 1/s

F

body force, kg/m2s
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g

gravitational constant, m/s2

GS

galvanized steel

I

unit tensor

k

turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

k tp

equivalent two-phase loss coefficient

N

number of phases

Nu

cell number

p

pressure in the flow field, Pa

'Phydro

hydrodynamic pressure drop, Pa

r

radial direction

R

radius of curvature of the bend, m

Rem

mixture Reynolds number

SS

stainless steel

t

time, s

u

velocity vector, m/s
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um

mixture velocity, m/s

uo

oil velocity, m/s

VOF

volume of fluid

ur

radial velocity, m/s

uso

superficial oil velocity, m/s

usw

superficial water velocity, m/s

ux

axial velocity, m/s

uw

water velocity, m/s

x

axial direction

z

z direction

Greek symbols

D

phase fraction

H

dissipation rate, m2/s3

P

viscosity, Pa-s

Pt

eddy viscosity, Pa-s
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Pm

mixture viscosity, Pa-s

Mf

angle of the bend at fouling point, o

Z

specific dissipation rate, 1/s

Um

mixture density, kg/m3

V

surface tension coefficient, N/m

Vk

constant

VH

constant

Subscripts

q

phase order

m mixture

w

water

o

oil
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Table 1 Physical properties of different oil.

Oil name

Density

Viscosity Surface

(kg/m3)

(Pa.s)

tension
(N/m)

Lube oil [22]

960

0.22

0.039

Troika oil [30]

869

0.02

0.011

Fuel oil [31]

960

18

0.03

Crude oil [31]

925

0.5

0.029
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Fig. 1 The U-bend. (a) Fouling point at bend; (b) schematic of model geometry. oil, water.
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Fig. 2 The meshed geometry.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of numerical and experimental results (Sharma et al. [22]). Nu is the cell
number. The error bars illustrate the 5% limits around the experimental data.
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Fig. 4 Development of core flow at section 1- section 5 during upflow through U bend; vso = 0.6
m/s, vsw = 0.4 m/s; oil, water.
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Fig. 5 Comparison between different turbulence models.
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Fig. 6 The influence of oil property. (a) Variation of D o with different oil property; (b) the oil
phase fraction contours at points of I-IV; (c) variation of ktp with different oil property; (d)
variation of M f with different oil property.
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Fig. 7 The influence of inclination angle. (a) Variation of D o with different inclination angle;
(b) variation of ktp with different inclination angle; (c) the phase fraction contours at points of
I-IV; (d) variation of M f with different inclination angles.
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Fig. 8 The influence of inlet diameter ratio. (a) Variation of D o with inlet diameter ratio; (b) the
phase fraction contours at points I-V; (c) variation of ktp with inlet diameter ratio; (d) variation
of M f with inlet diameter ratio.
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Fig. 9 The influence of pipe material. (a) Variation of D o with contact angle; (b) variation of ktp
with contact angle; (c) the contours at points of I-IV; (d) variation of M f with contact angle.
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